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1. Indicate which of these statements about the formation of the Christian

kingdoms are true (T) and which are false (F):

The kingdom of Granada disappeared in 1212. 

The Christian kings built castles. 

The Astur-Leonese kingdom gave rise to the kingdom of Castile. 

The Christian kings paid tributes to the taifa kingdoms. 

2. Identify which medieval estate the following images correspond to:

............................................................... ........................................ .............................................................. 

3. Answer these questions about the medieval nobility:

– How did the nobles guarantee the defence of the territory? ......................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

– What was the lady of the castle in charge of? ......................................……..............................................

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

4. Complete the following sentences about the feudal lands:

– The feudal lords charged the peasants ...................................... for using the .........................................

and the ......................................... . 

– The peasants had to give the feudal lord part of their ................................................ . Their diet was

based on grains, pulses, vegetables, fruit and some ................................... and .................................. . 

– In the centre of the peasant villages there was a ..................................................., and its bells rang out

every hour so that people would know what .......................................... it was. 
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1. Read the following information about medieval cities and complete the 

sentences with the correct words: 

http://www.tiching.com/684099 

– The streets of medieval cities were ......................................... . 

– The shops were made of ........................................... with .................................................... roofs. 

– In the beginning, towns were a grouping of .......................... who protected themselves from outside attack. 

– Living conditions were .........................: garbage and sewage were thrown into the street. 

2. Read the information about the Camino de Santiago and answer the following 

questions: 

http://www.tiching.com/684105 

– Which are the three great pilgrimage centres of the Christian world? ...................………......................... 

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

– In which century did pilgrimages to Compostela achieve their greatest popularity? .......................... 

................................................................................................................................................................... 

– How long is the entire route? ................................…...........................................…………….................... 

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

– Name some countries in which you can start the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela: ....................... 

.................................................................................................................................................................... 

3. Read the following text about the Gothic cathedral of Toledo and indicate 

which of these statements are true (T) and which are false (F):  

http://www.tiching.com/684177 

The cathedral was built on the site of a former Visigothic church. 

The work on the cathedral began in 1226. 

The cathedral has two towers, corresponding to the two naves.  

The main architecture of the cathedral was inspired by the Romanic cathedrals. 

Joanna the Mad was proclaimed heir to the Spanish throne in Toledo Cathedral. 
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